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Story
The Picture Mouse Concept:

• Nouns replaced by pictures
• For reading aloud and reading together
• Extra-large primer font

The Picture Mouse series features fun stories about lovable characters and exciting settings. All the nouns
in the text are replaced by little pictures, which children aged 5+ will be able to recognise and name whilst
having the book read aloud to them or reading along with an adult. It’s a great way of getting young children
to read their first whole book all by themselves!

Florian wants to become a firefighter one day and can't wait for the open house at the fire station. He is
even allowed to climb up the ladder and quench a fire!

Henriette Wich
Henriette Wich was born in Landshut in 1970 and she grew up with six siblings and three cats. For as long
as she was a child, she has been enjoying coming up with stories. After she got her degree in German
language studies and Philosophy she has worked in the editorial department of children’s books publishers.
She has been working as a freelance author of children’s and juvenile books for several years now. 11

Henriette Wich

PictureMouse - Fireman for a
Day
Bildermaus
durchgehend farbig illustriert von Lisa Althaus

5+ years, 3rd edition 19/06/2019
48 Pages, 17.5 x 24.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7432-0294-8
Hardcover

8.95 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra
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nephews and nieces provide her with enough material for her books.

More titles in this series

Picture Mouse - Island
Detectives on a Mission

Picture Mouse - The Little
Wolf Finds a Friend

Picture Mouse - A Puppy
Needs Help

Picture Mouse - Stories from
the Construction Site

Stories from the First Day of
School

PictureMouse - Stories of
the Unicorn Foal
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PictureMouse - Mermaid
Stories

Sleigh Race at the North
Pole

BilderMaus - Dolphin Stories
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